Dear Mr. Bierdell:

I have read with interest your recent article in the Texas Review, in which you discussed the problems of city planning in the United States. Your observations about the need for personnel administration in the field of city planning are particularly pertinent. I believe that it is essential for the effective management of city planning projects to have a well-structured personnel administration system.

In our city, we have recently been facing difficulties in coordinating the work of the various city departments involved in planning projects. This has led to a lack of efficiency and a significant delay in the completion of major projects. I am convinced that the establishment of a robust personnel administration system, similar to the one described in your article, would help to overcome these challenges.

I am planning to meet with the city council to present the case for a personnel administration system and to propose specific measures that can be taken to improve the current situation. I hope that my efforts will lead to improvements in the way we manage our city planning projects.

Thank you for your insightful article, which has provided valuable insights into the challenges of personnel administration in city planning.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
MAKE HASTE SLOWLY

Of late there has been much clamor in British newspapers, some of it inspired by official sources, for measures against the German government because it has curtailed the export of German funds in the payment of private obligations. Large amounts of foreign capital, which were attracted to Berlin by high interest rates, are locked up and the country is suffering.

The real object of the present movement is not to show our neighbors that we can think, but rather to analyze and solve the real human problems that press upon us. We have no real reason for being consistent with ourselves as long as we are not acting wisely in doing.

As we grow older and more experienced, we must, of course, carefully consider the opinions of those about whom we have been following more and more closely, but our immature thoughts formed many years ago to influence our present actions.

REORGANIZATION

The reorganization which will go into effect with Volume LIV is the first change of any magnitude for over a decade. In instituting this reform we feel that it is not really a reform, but rather a natural step forward in the progress of the paper.

It redistributes the duties which have for years accumulated for one man until they become unwieldy. We feel that this is not making the superstructure too hasty, but rather a concentration of effort, which is the result of months of careful study and preparation. It is not, however, a final solution, for although it may have some minor defects, in the main it is fully expected to work.

THIRTY

Regrettfully, we pass the wheel of the ship over to its new guardians, but the time has come when the present Managing Board could not give the necessary time to the new course of action. This doubles the burden on the student body to the last, but our ability, training, and efforts will continue in our new columns and sustain a liberal editorial policy.

As we look back over the three and one half years of fun and hard work on this paper it is difficult to refrain from reminiscing. There are so many cases of excellence, but a few of the interesting points must be brought before the tribunal as usual.

During the course of our "time" we have endeavored to serve the student body to the best of our ability, treating everyone fairly and in our news columns and sustaining a liberal editing policy. We have tried to be as practical as possible, and to refrain from reminiscing. There are so many cases of excellence, but a few of the interesting points must be brought before the tribunal as usual.

At the end of our "time" we order our interest in the last day of freshman week. In this action old man finances took a wrong and departure.
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I throw, but Demo soon neutralized this and gave the Engineers a 32-28 margin. And their third real pass from Kennedy, and Technology made good a foul shot; and with only a few minutes to play, went over one almost impossible shot to clinch a hard earned victory.

Harvard Leads at Start
During the very first part of the game it looked as if advance predictions were about to come true. Demo, which made five points in short order, scored from under the basket, and Captain O'Brien and Red Crooking piled up four. Harvard was leading by only 2-3. Things still looked bright for the Engineers, however, because Harvard had scored only half a point during the first three minutes. O'Brien made the Harvard lead only 2-3, and then it was Kennedy who went free three to tie the score at three. Demo quickly went back to the lead with a basket, and Kennedy made the second score. Several Harvard men napping as they advanced up the court, Kennedy made a wonderful break, intercepted a pass, and scored one. But Demo, with a similar shot, earned victory.

The summary follows:

T. Substitutions Must Be In by Saturday Noon
Saturday noon is the dead-line for substitutions. If the name of any substitute was not received in the Office of the Athletics Department before that time, that substitute would not be permitted to play.

The Tech has found in the past that it is the best course to take to the office of the Athletics Department at the earliest possible time in that afternoon.

Sports Comment

THE TECH OF FIFTY YEARS AGO

(Continued From Page 1)
Next we find that Broderick Alpha Beta had a good game, but his efforts were not sufficient to overcome the high-flying gridiron team of Velloja OCVV.

The Centrals were led by Bill S. Velloja, who actually made a good pass to the wrong receiver, but his border-line effort was offset by a spectacular and eye-catching pass to halfback Tony S. Velloja, who ran the ball in for a touchdown.

Alumni Notes and Local News
This week we have four new notes. The first one is a message from Mr. A. D.游击队, who is making a trip to the West Coast. The second one is a letter from Mr. B. H. 马戏团, who is staying in the East Coast. The third one is a letter from Mr. C. J. 环境, who is working in the Midwest. The fourth one is a letter from Mr. D. H. 球衣, who is staying in the South Coast.

The second note is a letter from Mr. B. H. 马戏团, who is staying in the East Coast. The letter is short and to the point. He says that he is enjoying his stay and that he is looking forward to seeing more of the country. The last note is a letter from Mr. D. H. 球衣, who is staying in the South Coast. The letter is short and to the point. He says that he is enjoying his stay and that he is looking forward to seeing more of the country.

Rapid Lacking
In the matter of Institute news, it is to be noted that several other ambitious enterprises have been undertaken by the students at Tech. In one of these, the Student Athletic Board has been formed with Dr. W. H. Pitney as its president. The Board is largely devoted to providing unemployment relief to those who are not working. The Board is also concerned with the welfare of the students, and it is trying to make their lives easier and more enjoyable.

The Board has recently decided to hold a meeting at which it will discuss the problem of unemployment. The meeting is scheduled to take place on Wednesday evening, and all Tech students are invited to attend.

The summary follows:

Graduate speaks on New T. E. N. Board.

(Continued From Page 1)
The Institute's department of commerce and industry has announced its intention to hold a meeting on Wednesday evening, at which it will discuss the problem of unemployment. The meeting is scheduled to take place in the Institute's main building, and all Tech students are invited to attend.
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EUGENE NOHL JOINS HYDRAULICS LABORATORY

As a result of his diving experiences, Eugene Nohl, '34, has joined the party of Phillips Lord, the Seth Parker of radio fame, for a three-weeks' tour of the Great Lakes. At a later date he will assume charge of diving for another and more extensive treasure in the West Indies, taking a major part in that fascinating adventure.

He has constructed a diving shell somewhat similar to Dr. William Beebe's, "Dolphins," in which he has the latest equipment. Nohl is now at work inventing a self-propelled diving shell for use under unfavorable weather and water conditions. He has constructed a diving shell fitted to judge the capabilities of such distant nations as Japan, but he is not yet ready to publish his findings.

5:15 CLUB HOLDS VICTROLA DANCE

At a recent meeting of the board of the 5:15 Club, it was announced that John Sloan, Course VI, A.M. graduate student, was this week elected to membership in the manufactory of Beethoven society of Boston. Students of this organization will work for the Musical Clubs during the next three years, so this recognition is not a surprise; but it is perhaps the first time such a commission has ever been made.

This information is yours for what it is worth. You may not be interested, but I am.

KENNEDY, '33.

Unusual Site

The first intercollegiate ten-cent premiere was held more than fifty years ago on the grass courts of the campus. Ten cents bought two games. Only five colleges entered teams.

OPEN FORUM

(Continued from Page 2)

by Japanese researchers which would carry out the duty of signaling towns and villages, and by aircraft carrier, whose plants could easily cope with the few factories new fashioned by the harbor. A plant at the United States station is built to be no longer used.

The Japanese builders with their small boat plans could outnumber and outmaneuver our larger capital plans with the greatest ease. I believe, therefore, that not only the United States government is at a loss to find the capabilities of such distant nations as Japan, but we should be prepared to face this fact.

Hendel and Hayden are the Editors of the 5:15 Club. It may or may not interest you to know that John Sloan, Course VI, A.M. graduate student, was this week elected to membership in the manufactory of Beethoven society of Boston. Students of this organization will work for the Musical Clubs during the next three years, so this recognition is not a surprise; but it is perhaps the first time such a commission has ever been made.

This information is yours for what it is worth. You may not be interested, but I am.

KENNEDY, '33.
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